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 From a formula of m=E/c2, There is no weight in this. There is only one energy movement. 
In these, energy motion can be defined as forming a gravitational field and giving weight. 
 
 In cases. Suppose we have an idea that all existence must have bases of its existence. Due to 
that, it gives a presence only under itself.  
 
 But you see that all existence must ask for its base to be with self. To make any consideration, 
E/c2 is vibrations of the energy. It proposes an explanation for the visible reality that the 
permanence of the elementary particles in the solidification of energy and the permanence of 
the energy motion in the polarity gain materialization and movement in the elemental particle 
dimension. 
 
 Visible reality is the only reality that contains any effect of all particles. Any movement and 
effect in particle dimension is a reality and truth that holds all existence of materials and the 
world.  
 
 When you get insight, the Existence of energy is started by a Big ban. The collapse of zero 
balance causes the big ban. We define them as radiating energy in polarity and an infinite 
constant. Also, this infinite energy constant is not an endless number but a fixed number, 
considered the maximum allowable number for this zero origin. And it's fitting that all physical 
reality was formed 1 second after the universe's birth and expands infinitely. 
 
 Space is always saturated, and there is constant change due to the law of energy conservation 
and the formation of forces. 
 
 The formation of time and space is based on the saturation and change of physical existence. 
Change is the existence of time itself.  
 
 The amount of energy in the mass, motion, rotational speed, and speed of elementary 
particles and electrons gives them physical existence. 
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 These can make possible the physical reality of the correlation between momentum in space 
and the saturated space of elementary particles. 
 
 Any force is the effect of its motion. As we see, the point of coagulation of energy has a 
correlative reality in energetics.  
 
 Space is maintained in its tension, in saturation. Then, the beginning of the universe is with 
its big ban. If a big ban started with the collapse of zero balance and it spread constant energy 
that gives all existence of reality.  
 
 If the space exists with its tension, in saturation, any forces must ask for the balance of self, 
and it must appear under its tension, in saturation.  
 
 This means that all physical existence is necessarily correlated, and these exist according to 
the law of energy conservation. 
 
 The definition that the existence of individual particles has a self in the coagulation of energy 
defines that they are given when the energy obtains a constant amount of its coagulations. 
These equally assume that space and physical existence are correlated. 
 
 The three polarities (positive, negative, and neutral) are the basis of physical reality. And we 
could calculate any effect of energy under all these three bases. The hypothesis that all force 
formation is based on the movement of elementary particles proposes to elucidate the 
differences in force. 
 
 All electron revolutions and elementary particle movements are semi-permanent energy 
movements, forming a mass. They believe that the existence of semi-permanent energy and 
mass formation cannot exist independently, so if the constancy of the speed of light is due to 
its repulsion, then the existence of the balance will lead to the existence of these two factors.  
 
 These are the physical worlds in correlated balances, such as the collapse of zero balance, 
giving the universe's big bang, the expansion of energy in these constants forming space, and 
the coagulation of energy in the beginning, resulting in the creation of all elementary particles. 
It is possible to explain the formation of. It can also explain the formation of reality, the 
characteristics of physical existence, and the formation of existence, such as the amount of 
heat possessed by the coagulation of energy and the cooling caused by expansion. 
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 In addition, these things have expanded dimensions, and it can be assumed that space 
formation has energy that saturates the space. 
 
 According to the law of energy constancy, it can be assumed that the energy of the Big Bang 
is the same as the mass and energy of today's universe. 
 
 These energies are considered to be constant at a constant r. Also, since there is a formation 
of elementary particles in energy, all physical existence is defined as being in energy. This is 
considered to have the law E=mc2. 
 
  


